
         Tripoli Las Vegas Flight Card    
 

                                                 Date  ______/______/______ 
 
Important:  This is a waivered launch. Check with the RSO for any  
specific altitude and launch window limits.  The RSO has the authority 

                         to reject any rocket/motor combination that may exceed this limit. 
 

****** Please Print ****** 
 

Flyers Name   ________________________________ 
 

Tripoli#_____________NAR# _______________Level  0  1  2  3 
 

Cert Flight (Y N)  Level (     ) Confirmed (Y N)_____ 
 

Rocket Name - Mfg____________________________ 
 

Motor Mfg - size _____________________________ 
 

Hybrid    (Y N)                       Tank Size__________cc 
 
Primary colors Black, Brown, Red, Orange Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet, Gray, White, Gold, Silver_ 
 

Diameter   _____Length   ________Weight  ________ 
 

Motor ejection / Electronics   ____________________ 
 

Dual deployment (Y N)  Predicted altitude:  ________ 
 

Visitors: Please let us know were you are from. 
 
City _____________________________State_______ 
 
(   )Shred   (   )Straight  (   )Lawn dart 
(   )CATO   (   )Spins  (   )Chute too small 
(   )Fin Separation  (   )Weather cocks (   )Close to pad 
(   )Early ejection  (   )Out of sight (   )Long walk  
(   )Motor mount failed (   )Fast  (   )Chute Tangled 
 

Lug size   ___________ Rail               Pad # ________ 
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